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Introduction
The traditional metrics for GPS position quality, DOP, number of satellites, range residuals,
and signal to noise, are becoming less reliable with the move to multi-constellation ( GPS +
GLONASS ) systems. This is not because the GNSS solution is less reliable, but because the
traditional quality measurements are almost consistently good. For example HDOP rarely
rises above 2 and the number of satellites used is typically over 15. With so many ranges
available, receivers can do complex internal integrity monitoring (RAIM) to reject individual
ranges where an error is suspected.
Another factor has been the general acceptance of the PPP ( precise point positioning )
method of correcting the error in the GNSS broadcast parameters. This method corrects the
sources of the GNSS error in clock and orbit, rather than the tradition method which tried to
correct the individual measured ranges. This resulted in much less relevance being able to be
placed on the range residuals and spatial de-correlation.
The industry, in the form of a joint IMCA / OGP committee, produced a new guidance
document in June 2011 for the quality control of GNSS positioning. ( Geomatics Guidance
note 19 IMCA S 015 ) This document set out to define more up to date definitions of GNSS
quality.
C-Nav’s interpretation of this guideline is described in the following paper.

Statistics and More Statistics
The answers arrived at by the IMCA/OGP group can be summarized as follows:
 DOP value is too coarse a figure of merit
 Statistical testing methods should be used
 Looking at instantaneous values is not good enough, trends must be examined.
Statistics can be used to evaluate the quality of a position in terms of
 Precision
 Reliability
 Monitoring the Position Solution
 Verification of the statistical model used
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Quality can be defined as the size and nature of undetected errors. ( if we can detect them its
assumed we will correct them )
Statistical testing is used to ensure the assumptions made in the quality assessments are
correct.

What Statistics, and Where Do They Come From
When we talk about statistics by necessity we are talking about a collection of data. This has:




A Population ( a number of samples )
A mean ( the average of the samples )
A Standard Deviation ( actually several ) which defines how closely the samples
relate to the mean ( apologies to statistics purists ).

Consider the following 3 distributions…

If these were samples of latitude position error, we would want the system with distribution
“c”. Here more of the samples are closer to the mean ( in our latitude example the mean
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would hopefully be zero ) than in “a” or “b” and it has a smaller standard deviation (SD). It
can be also be said that “c” has a smaller variance ( from the mean ) than “a” or “b”.
Another Example….

This shows two things, one that standard deviations come in several flavors:
1SD - one sigma = 68%
2SD – two sigma = 96%
3SD – three sigma = 99% of the samples is within this variance of the mean
It also shows that we can put pass / fail limits on our statistics and test real observations
against them.
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Where do our statistics come from ?
In general they come from models that represent the expected behavior of the observations
and the resulting quality of the position.
We don’t know the actual errors in each fix, but we do know something about them.
 Phase errors are smaller than code errors
 Errors are larger when observing low elevation satellites
 Errors are larger when the signal to noise ratio is poor
 Some errors reduce over time due to the measurement process
Combining this knowledge enables prediction of expected behavior.
At any given fix : We have a number of observations ( ranges to the satellite )
 We have corresponding models of these observations
 We have geometry, determined by the relative position of the satellite and the vessel
There are also time relationships which can be built into the models. Errors in the
observations change fast and are ( essentially ) random. The corresponding models vary more
slowly.
Carrier phase acquisition
tens of seconds
Geometry changes
tens of minutes
SV entering or leaving user visibility
sudden change
Thus we can test each observation, and the fit result itself against models of expected results.
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Precision
Precision is the quality of the fix with respect to random errors, the mean of which tend to
zero. It is based on the fit model, varies slowly and is not influenced by individual
observations. This calculation is based on the Lat/Lon standard deviation and the error ellipse
major and minor axis. Both the size and ratio of the axis must be considered.
A ratio of axis length > 2:1 is considered bad
The value of horizontal standard deviation considered bad will depend on the expected
correction method rather than the actual, this ensures that a warning is generated if the
correction method changes unexpectedly.

Reliability
Reliability is a measure of how robust the solution is to outliers, where an outlier can be
caused by multipath or interference.
If a solution lacks reliability (eg through low redundancy and/or poor geometry) then a single
outlier can easily skew the computed position significantly, pushing up all the residuals,
without giving any clear clue as to which is the offending observation, thus making it more
difficult to edit out.
If we have a solution with a large number of observations and a good overall geometry, then
a single outlier will (a) be easier to detect (and eliminate) and will also (b) have a smaller
impact if it is not eliminated. These two properties of the solution can be measured separately
as "internal" and "external" reliability.
In our statistical testing we would ideally take a single observation ( range to a satellite ) and
compare it against the expected distribution. In reality, we do not actually know what our
expected observation is. The best we can do is to say that once we have solved for position,
our expected observation, is the predicted observation at that position. So in reality we are
testing residuals of the solution against an expected zero residual.



Internal Reliability – This is the marginally detectable bias in each observation (
MDEob ).
External Reliability – This is the result such a bias would have on the on the final
position, usually expressed as MDElat, MDElon and MDEheight. Generally we are
interested in the radial value ( MDEr). While we get a MDEr value for each satellite
overall reliability is taken to be the worst case Max MDEr
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Monitoring the Position Solution - RAIM
Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring ( RAIM ) is a process which uses redundant
observations to detect and remove erroneous measurements. Traditional RAIM calculations
can be looked at as doing the position calculation a number of times excluding a different
measurement each time. At least 7 satellites must be tracked to do a RAIM calculation at all.
The more satellites edited out by the RAIM process the higher the likelihood of multipath or
interference. The statistical test used in the RAIM process is the “W-Test”
The W-Test uses the normalized residual from the least squares process, one for each
satellite. The mean should be 0. The test fails if any W statistic is over 1.95.
What we actually monitor is the ability to have enough data to perform a “W” test not the
pass or fail of each individual satellite residual.

Verifying the Model
This is done using the “F-Test”. This is the average value of the unit variance over a period
of time. It is a measure of how good the internal model of errors is. Over time the average
value should be one. Low values, even zero are possible, which indicates a very good fix,
occasional high individual values are also acceptable. Average values tending over 1 require
investigation and / or rejection.

Getting the Data
In the “good old days” all we needed was contained in the standard NMEA GGA string, but
to perform the checks required of these new quality parameters we need to look at many
more NMEA data sentences.
Precision Reliability RAIM F-Test W-Test -

$PNCTGST
$PNCTMDE
$GNGBS
$PNCTGST
$GNGBS

This increases the bandwidth required of the receiver port driving the monitor software.
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Rocket Science ?
Yes, it is, the original IMCA/OGP paper has pages and pages of math. A degree in statistics
helps a bit also.
Now the really hard part, how to present all this information to a busy DPO in a manner that
is easy to interpret, but compliant with the IMCA/OGP guidelines. What we don’t want is an
excel spreadsheet display that is hard to read and even harder to interpret. Ideally we want a
display that can be interpreted from across the room, but includes the essential historical
view of the data.

C-Nav Solution
The C-Nav solution is implemented in both the C-NavigatorIII ( Linux based panel PC ) and
the C-Monitor Windows software. The main features are :







Parameter values shown on color coded background.
Red/Yellow/Green
Parameter values normalized to a 0 ( bad ) to 5 ( good )
range
A master system health indicator based on all other
parameters
A 30 minute time slice history bar
Display of last 30 minutes trend of any two parameter
groups
Setup of 0 -5 scaling

QA/QC Panel General Description
The illustration opposite shows the general arrangement of the
QA/QC panel.

Numeric Indicators
It has 5 numerical indicators, one larger than the other. The
larger button indicated which parameter is depicted on the
vertical time slice. The 5 numerical indicators are:
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System Health
Reliability
Precision
RAIM
Unit Variance

Each of the above has a colored background corresponding to the numerical value.




5, 4
3, 2
1, 0

Green
Yellow
Red

If an indicator changes to a worse state, it will flash for five minutes to alert the user to
the change.
The indicators are also clickable. Click on any one of the five to move it to the top and
show its time slice history.

Pass / Fail Indicators
The F-Test and the W-Test are pass or fail; indicated by a red or green indicator. The Ftest result is generated by the receiver in its $PNCTGST output.
The W-Test fails if there is a loss of the RAIM function. If there is a GSB message for
the fix it’s a pass. Note that we are monitoring the operation of the W-Test not its failure
which results in the editing of a satellite from the solution. An epoch with a GSB
message with a pass code can be regarded as a place holder, ie the w-test was done but no
satellites were rejected.

Time Slice Bar
The time slice bar shows a history of the selected parameter over the last 30 minutes with
a bias on the granularity towards the latest data. That is the further back in time you go
the longer the time slice. Thus the most recent time slice is one minute while the oldest is
ten minutes. The worst reading in the time slice interval determines the color of the
segment.

Time Series Button
If a more detailed look at a 30 minute period is required, then pressing the time series
button will show a detailed trend plot in the main screen area.
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Examples

The above is an example of the precision plot towards the end of convergence with C-Nav
corrections applied. The noise estimates of the fix have not yet reach their optimum value,
thus the precision value is a 4 not a 5. Notice how the system health mirrors the lowest of the
four parameter values.
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The precision plot above shows good public access SBAS correction data. Notice that the
values are larger than the previous graph showing C-Nav correctors, but that the red and
yellow plots are approximately equal indicating reasonable fix geometry.
The numeric value is a 4 even though the actual value is much higher than the previous
example. This is due to the system rescaling the 0 – 5 bands in recognition of the fact that the
corrections are now less accurate. i.e. what is good performance in SBAS is not good
performance with C-Nav corrections.
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The above reliability plot was generated without any GNSS corrections applied. As can be
seen the estimated value of undetected error is large. Typically the spikes on this plot are
caused by satellites close to the elevation mask included in the solution. The mean value is
indicative of the correction method used.
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This is a fairly typical RAIM plot. One of the prime reasons for a satellite to be deleted by
the RAIM algorithms is multipath.
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This is a typical unit variance plot with all values less than unity. The green F-test line is a
constant “1” indicating “pass”. This reflects a conservative model and gives confidence in the
statistics. Local severe weather can bump the graph over one but is not a concern unless it
stays over one for a prolonged period > 10 minutes.
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Interpreting the Parameters
So much for the theory, what does it mean in practice, what should we expect. Lets look at
each parameter in turn.

Precision
We expect this parameter to change relatively slowly. Small steps will result as satellites
leave or join the visible constellation. Alarm states are typically caused by the system
changing navigation modes because of interference or loss of primary correction source.
Periods of poor geometry will typically drop the value to a four as the major to minor axis
ratio affects the overall state.

Reliability
If a solution has high internal reliability, then even quite small outliers can be detected. This
will show up as low values of MDE-obs, implying that small outliers can be detected and
eliminated by the RAIM algorithm. Poor internal reliability usually means we have either
low numbers of observations or we have observations that we haven't tracked long enough to
build up noise estimates.
External reliability measure the impact on the position of an undetected outlier. If we have
poor geometry in our solution, then any outlier that we don't reject could have a
disproportionate impact on our computed position. This shows up as a high value of largest
positional MDE, implying that a single outlier at the margin of detectability would have a big
impact on computed position.
The reliability value is derived from the geometry and noise estimates. Sudden changes are
not an indication that anything is wrong with the position, but more an indication that a
couple of “good” ( in terms of geometry and noise estimates ) satellites have left the solution.
This in turn makes it harder to eliminate outliers resulting is a less reliable solution. It is not
an indication that such outliers actually exist.

RAIM
Unlike precision and reliability, the RAIM calculation is done on the measured data each
epoch phase and code, and on the phase measurements on fast nav. Any observation failing
the RAIM criteria is removed from the position calculation. This is done using a statistical
test termed the “W-Test”
The RAIM tests are performed after any other tests used to exclude observations such as low
elevation.
The classical RAIM computes the w-statistic on all observations and removes the highest
failing observation ( 1.96 from the 0 central value of the normalized residual ). It then reFile Name: Introduction to C-Nav QC V1.3.docx
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computes the solution and repeats the test until all included observations pass. C-Nav uses a
more computational efficient method to obtain the same results.
The RAIM result has 3 states
1. RAIM test complete – no edited observations
2. RAIM test complete – 1 or more observations deleted
3. RAIM test not possible
1) is the normal case where we have enough observations but none were edited.
2) can occur from time to time due to noise or multipath. 1 or 2 edited observations are
acceptable as long as the reliability is good. 3 or more is cause for concern. Multipath is one
reason for editing, low elevation is another, or high variance ( noise ) caused by an
interference source.
3) is the worst case where we do not have enough observations to do a RAIM calculation at
all.

Unit Variance
Unit variance will be 1 if the weights assigned to the observations model the actual noise on
the measurements. In practice we are pessimistic and assume much noisier measurement than
are usually the case. Thus our typical unit variance value will vary around 0.2 – 0.3.
There are 3 cases to watch for.
1. A constantly low value around 0.1
2. A constantly high value over 5.0
3. A straight line value.
In practice this is really a check that the software is behaving correctly. High peak values
suggest you are working in difficult conditions ( reflections, interference, or difficult
propagation conditions )

W-Test
As stated earlier what the W-Test indicates is not an individual observation failing the WTest, but the failure to be able to do a W-Test at all. This would occur in severe blocking
conditions with a low number of observations.

F- Test
We know that on average the unit variance should be 1. We know what the statistical
distribution should be and can thus test each the unit variance at each fix to determine if it is
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within the expected distribution. In practice it takes a very, very bad fix to be outside the
normal distribution. It is rare for a fix to fail the F-Test and the underlying cause would be
apparent in all the other test parameters.

Is There a Downside ?
Yes, the displays require a lot of serial NMEA 0183 data each second. The amount of data
increases with the number of satellites tracked. This requires a higher baud rate from the CNav3050 receiver than with previous software versions.
To send the NMEA0183 data alone will take 19.2kb add to this the binary and control
messages requires a minimum 57kb data rate.
This means shorter RS 232 cables or a change to RS 422.

Conclusions
So what can the user conclude from this new display.


If its all green he is in good shape as long as the correction system used is what is
expected. That all green may not be good if the correction system should be C-Nav
and its now SBAS.



From the time slice it should be clear if a problem is getting better or worse. This can
be seen when the main screen is displaying non-QC parameters.



When something goes wrong warning is given well before HDOP or number of
satellites gets ugly.
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